Chapter 1

Forces of
Skateboarding

What kinds of forces
are needed for
skateboarding?
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Skateboarders use
lots of different types
of forces—including
gravity, spinning, and
friction—to get the
skateboard started
and do their tricks!

Are you ready to spin, slide, and stick the trick
on a skateboard? Maybe a simple ride down
a hill is more your speed. No matter the style,
skateboarding can be a lot of fun. And physics
makes it possible! Every time you ride, flip, turn,
and twist on a skateboard, the fundamentals
of physics play a big part in making these
impressive tricks succeed. Let’s take a closer
look at the physics behind skateboards and
some common skateboarding moves.

FORCES AT WORK
Forces are at work in our daily lives all around us.
Every time you open a door, type on a keyboard, or
ride a skateboard, you use forces.

A force is a push or pull
on an object when it interacts
with another object.
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Whenever two objects
interact, forces act on
each of them. Forces make
objects move and stop.
They can make moving
objects speed up or slow
down. Forces can also
make an object stay still.
Physics is the study of
forces and how they work.

FLIP FACT
Skateboarding traces its roots back to surfing.
Surfers skateboarded to improve their technique
when they weren’t in the water. That’s why many
skateboarding moves look like riding a wave.

Sometimes, forces act when two objects physically
touch each other. Other times, forces act when two
objects interact even though they are physically
separated. An example of this second type of force
is gravity. When you jump into the air, you are no
longer physically touching the ground, but the force
of gravity still pulls you toward the ground. Similarly,
the gravitational pull between the sun and the
planets exists even though they are separated by
extremely large distances.
Forces are measured in units called newtons (N).
One newton is equal to the amount of force needed
to make an object that is 1 kilogram in mass
accelerate 1 meter per second faster every second.
The equation for this is:
1 newton = 1 kg × 1 m/s2

APPLIED FORCE, GRAVITY,
AND FRICTION
For most everyday objects, the main forces that
affect motion include applied forces, gravity, and
friction. All of these forces act on skaters and their
skateboards as they roll down the street or flip into
the air during a trick.

FORCE AS A
VECTOR
A force is a vector,
which means that it
has both a magnitude
(size) and direction.
This means when
describing the force
used to push a chair,
you’d talk about both
the size of the push
and its direction. In
a diagram, a force is
often represented by
an arrow. The arrow
points in the direction
the force is acting and
its length shows the
force’s magnitude.
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You can look at some
of Newton’s original
notes at this website.
Does this seem organized
to you? What might
these notes show about
Newton’s process?

Newton papers
Cambridge

Applied force is a force that is applied to an object
by a person or another object. For example, when
you push or pull an object, you create an applied
force on the object that affects its motion.
Gravity is another force that affects motion. Gravity
is the force of attraction between two objects that
have mass. Gravity can act accross a distance—the
objects do not need to be touching. If you live on
planet Earth—and who doesn’t?!—you are familiar
with Earth’s gravity. This force pulls objects toward
the planet’s center and prevents you from floating
into space. The force of gravity also explains why,
when you drop something, it falls to the ground
instead of moving sideways or upward. While
skateboarding or performing tricks, the skater and
skateboard are always pulled toward the ground by
the force of gravity.

When two surfaces rub
together, they create a
force called friction, which
opposes motion and acts
in the opposite direction.
Remember the activity from the
Introduction? What did you learn
about friction? What creates it?
First, you need to know that no
surface is 100-percent smooth.
Even something that looks
smooth to the naked eye may be
rough or bumpy when examined
under a microscope. All of those
bumps, no matter how microscopic,
grab onto the bumps of any other
object that they contact. When they do, the
result is friction.
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The amount of friction depends on the materials of
the two surfaces rubbing together. A surface that is
rougher—or bumpier—creates more friction than a
smoother surface.

FOUR TYPES
OF FRICTION

There are four types of
Have you ever tried to walk on ice with smoothfriction: static, sliding,
soled shoes? It’s hard! Both surfaces are smooth
rolling, and fluid. Static
and have fewer bumps to create friction. With less
friction acts on an object
friction grabbing your shoes, you slip and slide!
when it rests on a surface.
That’s why people sprinkle sand on icy sidewalks
In skateboarding,
and roads. The sand
static friction
creates a rougher surface,
which generates more
FLIP FACT
occurs between
friction when it comes into
the skater’s shoes
contact with shoes and
Heavier objects that press against
and the board.
tires. Pedestrians and cars
a surface with greater force create
Sliding friction
are less likely to slide.
greater friction. That’s why it’s
acts on objects as
harder to push a heavy chair across
Friction helps a skater
they slide over a
the floor compared to a lighter chair.
stand on top of a
surface. It is weaker
skateboard without
than static friction.
slipping off. Sometimes,
skateboarders even cover their board’s deck with
Rolling friction is even
special pieces of sandpaper called grip tape. The
weaker, and acts on
rough surface of the grip tape increases the friction
an object when it rolls
generated between the deck and the skateboarder’s
over a surface. Fluid
shoes, which reduces sliding and makes it easier to
friction acts on objects
stay on the deck while riding.
moving through a fluid.
When you push your
COMBINING FORCES
hand through water, the
In everyday life, objects often have more than
resistance you feel against
one force acting on them at any given moment.
your hand is fluid friction.
Sometimes, forces act in opposite directions. Other
Air resistance is another
times, they act in the same direction. The net force
example of fluid friction.
is the sum of all the forces acting on an object, with
the forces acting in opposite directions cancelling
each other out.
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MASS VS. WEIGHT
Many people talk
about mass and weight
interchangeably, but
they are different. An
object’s mass is the same
no matter where it is.
The object’s weight,
however, changes from
place to place. Mass is
a measurement of the
amount of matter in an
object and the amount of
force needed to change
its state of motion. In
contrast, weight is the
measurement of the
downward force of gravity
on an object. The force
increases as the object’s
mass increases. Weight
also changes based on
the location of an object.
For example, the force
of gravity on the moon
is weaker than on Earth,
so astronauts weigh
less there. Their mass,
however, is the same.
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Forces that act on an object can be balanced or
unbalanced. Balanced forces occur when forces of
equal strength act in opposite directions on the
same object. In this case, the net force on the object
is zero. The object does not move. Imagine you and
your brother are standing on opposite sides of a
door, pushing on it with the same amount of force.
The forces are equal and opposite. They are also
balanced, acting on the same object—the door. In
this scenario, the forces cancel each other out and
the door does not move.
What happens if your brother is feeling super strong
and pushes harder on the door than you? The
forces acting on the object—the door—become
unbalanced and the door swings toward you.
Unbalanced forces cause an object to change its
speed, change its direction, or both. The net force
acting on the object is the difference between
the two forces causing the object to move in the
direction of the larger force. The door responds
to your brother’s stronger force by moving in the
direction he was pushing.
Imagine you and your brother are on the same side
of the door, both of you pushing. What happens?
That door doesn’t stand a chance! When forces act
on an object in the same direction, the net force is
the sum of the two forces. It is greater than either
of the individual forces.

LET’S GET STARTED
To see how applied force, gravity, and friction are
involved in skateboarding, grab a skateboard from
the garage and place it on flat pavement. No
skateboard? No worries! You can find lots of videos
demonstrating the physics of skateboarding online
or simply use your imagination.
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What happens when you
carefully stand and balance
on the skateboard’s deck?
Nothing. The board does
not move across the flat
pavement. You need an
applied force to get things
started!
To start the skateboard
on flat pavement, you
need to push off against
the ground with one foot.
That push generates an
applied force that works
on the board and acts
in a specific direction.
The harder the push, the
greater the applied force that propels the board
forward. At the same time, gravity pulls you and the
board toward Earth.
Once you’re rolling on a level surface, how do you
stop? One easy way to stop is to let the board
gradually slow down and roll to a stop.

Without any outside action, the board
eventually stops because of friction
generated between the board’s wheels
and the ground. Friction pushes against
the wheels’ motion and slows the board.
A rider can also stop their board by stepping on the
back of it, so the board’s deck scrapes the ground.
This creates a lot of friction between the board and
the ground, which works against the board’s motion
and slows it to a stop.

Forces of
Skateboarding
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NEWTON’S LAWS OF MOTION
SIR ISAAC NEWTON
Sir Isaac Newton was
an English scientist
and mathematician. He
studied optics, motion,
and mathematics. In 1687,
Newton published his
most famous work, titled
Philosophiae Naturalis
Principia Mathematica
(Mathematical Principles of
Natural Philosophy). It was
the first book of modern
physics that explained how
the physical world works.
In Principia, Newton
described his three laws of
motion. He also explained
his theory of gravity,
which states that the
force of gravity affects all
objects, even those beyond
Earth. This helped to
explain the movements of
the planets and the sun.

Most objects move in predictable ways. For
example, if you hold a spoon in your hand and
let go of it, what happens? The spoon falls to the
ground. It doesn’t float sideways or up toward the
clouds. When a classmate bumps into you in the
school hallway, your body moves sideways. When
a skateboard rolls across the driveway, it eventually
stops. Each of these examples of motion can be
explained by physics.
Sir Isaac Newton (1643–1727) was an English
scientist who studied the motion of many physical
objects. How and why do objects move? What
makes an object stop moving? What happens when
an outside force pushes or pulls an object? Newton
answered these questions with his three laws of
motion. These ideas became the foundation of
modern physics.
NEWTON’S FIRST LAW OF MOTION
Newton’s first law of motion states that an object at
rest will remain at rest and an object in motion will
stay in motion in a straight line at a constant speed
unless it is acted upon by an outside force.
What does this mean? A bicycle isn’t going to move
unless someone pushes
on the pedals and makes
it go. And, once the bike
is moving, it isn’t going
to stop or turn unless a
An object at rest stays at rest
force—such as the friction
between tires and
the road or someone
applying the brakes
or steering—halts or
changes its motion.

An object in motion stays in motion
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An object in motion keeps moving because
of inertia. All objects have inertia, whether
they are at rest or are in motion.
If you want to push a full shopping cart, it takes
some effort to get it moving. Yet, once the cart is
moving, it takes less effort to keep it rolling over
smooth ground. To stop the rolling cart, you’ll need
to use almost as much effort as you needed to start
it. Why is it harder to start and stop the cart than it
is to keep it moving? Inertia!

Newton’s first law
of motion is also
known as the law of
inertia. Inertia is an
object’s tendency to
resist any change in
its motion. Because
of inertia, an object
at rest stays at rest.

To change an object’s motion, an unbalanced force
must act on the object and overcome its inertia.
The unbalanced force that acts on the shopping
cart is the push you give it. Once the cart begins
to move, inertia keeps it moving, even as friction
slows it down. When you
pull on the cart’s handle, you
create an unbalanced force that
overcomes its inertia and the
cart slows or stops moving.
An object’s inertia depends on
its mass. Mass is a measure
of how much matter is in an
object. An object with a greater
mass has a greater inertia. Who
would be easier to push on a
skateboard, your 200-pound
uncle or your 40-pound cousin?
Your cousin has much less
mass than your uncle and,
therefore, has much less inertia
to overcome. You would need a
much smaller push—or force—to get the skateboard
moving with your cousin on it. It would also be
easier to stop your cousin than your uncle.

Forces of
Skateboarding
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Take a look at this
longboarder’s journey down
a curvy road. What forces
is he using to stay upright?
How does he change the
direction of his board? What
do his arms contribute?
Please remember this is
a professional with a lot
of experience. Don’t try
these moves at home!

Loaded Boards
Longboarding Let Go
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Newton’s first law of motion explains how and why
a skateboard starts and stops rolling. A skateboard
resting on the pavement will not move unless a
force acts on it. To start the board rolling, a rider
places one foot on the board and uses the other
foot to push off the ground. This push generates a
force that causes the skateboard to move.
Smooth sailing? But wait! At the same time, the
force of friction pushes on the skateboard’s wheels
in the opposite direction of its motion. As long
as the force of the skater’s push is stronger than
the force of friction, the skateboard continues to
move forward. Once the skater stops pushing, the
skateboard slows to a stop because of the friction
opposing its motion.
Newton’s first law of motion also explains how a
skateboarder changes direction while riding. Once
again, unbalanced forces come into play.
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Under Newton’s first law, an object
in motion will remain in motion at
the same speed and direction unless
acted upon by an outside force.
A rolling skateboard continues to move at the same
speed and in the same direction as long as no force
acts on it. To change the board’s direction, a skater
can press down on one side of the skateboard.
Pressing down on one side of the board creates an
unbalanced force, which causes the skateboard to
turn in the opposite direction.
NEWTON’S SECOND LAW OF MOTION
When an object moves, it has velocity. Velocity is
the speed of an object in a certain direction. What
happens when an object moves faster or slower? Its
velocity changes. The change in an object’s velocity
is called acceleration. Because velocity is both speed
and direction, acceleration can occur when an object
changes speed, changes direction, or changes both.
What makes a moving skateboard, or any object,
accelerate? Force! Acceleration occurs when an
unbalanced force acts on an object. Acceleration of
an object depends on two factors: the force acting
on the object and the object’s mass.

GALILEO STUDIES
MOTION
Before Newton,
Italian philosopher
and scientist Galileo
Galilei (1564–1642)
also studied motion.
In some of his
experiments, he
observed the motion
of objects as they
rolled down varying
inclines. When timing
the motion, Galileo
discovered the distance
an object traveled
was proportional to
the square of its time
in motion. These
early experiments led
to the first concept
of acceleration.

Newton explains this relationship in his second law
of motion, known as the
law of acceleration. When
FLIP FACT
a force is applied to an
object, that object will
accelerate. How much an
Velocity is measured in meters per
object accelerates depends
second (m/s), while acceleration
on the strength of the
is measured in meters per
outside force and on the
second squared (m/s2).
object’s mass.

Forces of
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Newton’s second law
states that an object’s
acceleration is equal to
the net force acting on it
divided by its mass. You
can calculate acceleration
(a) by dividing the net
force (F) by the mass (m):
a=F÷m
Objects with more mass

Newton’s second law
require more force to move.
shows that force and
acceleration have a direct relationship. When one
increases, the other also increases.

The greater the force applied to
an object, the more the object
accelerates. So, the harder you push
your skateboard, the faster you go.

FLIP FACT
Let’s compare how Newton’s law of
acceleration affects two skateboarders.
Ava has a mass of 120 pounds, while her
friend Mia has a mass of 90 pounds. If
both girls push off on their skateboards
with the same force, which one will have
the greater acceleration? According
to Newton’s second law, mass and
acceleration have an inverse relationship.
With the same force, Mia, who has less
mass, will have greater acceleration on
her board. She will move faster than Ava.

20

In contrast, acceleration and mass
have an inverse relationship. When one
increases, the other decreases. Therefore,
the greater an object’s mass, the less
it accelerates when the same size force
acts on it. For example, if you push a
skateboard carrying two of your friends
(a greater mass), it accelerates less than
when you push the board holding only
one of your friends (less mass).
So, how does Newton’s second law
of motion affect skateboarding? To
go faster, riders can push harder off
the ground. This creates a greater
force acting on the board. When force
increases, acceleration also increases.
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NEWTON’S THIRD LAW OF MOTION
Newton’s third law of motion is called the law of
action and reaction. This law states that every action
has an equal and opposite reaction.

Space is a great place
to test Newton’s laws of
motion! Take a look at the
experiments in this video
from the International
Space Station.
Why do objects behave
differently in a zerogravity environment?

An object reacts to force with an equal
and opposite reaction.

Have you ever blown up a balloon and then let it
go without tying it? What happens? That balloon
flying around the room is a great illustration of
Newton’s third law of motion!

NASA
STEMonstration
third law

In this example, the action is the release of air that
flows downward from the balloon. The reaction
occurs when the release of air—the action—causes
the balloon to rise upward.
Since we know that every action
has an equal and opposite
reaction, we can see that forces
always act in pairs. The reaction
is equal in strength to the action,
but acts in the opposite direction.
In skateboarding, an action
occurs when the skater pushes
against the ground with their
foot. The ground pushes back
against the skater’s foot, which is
the equal and opposite reaction.
This force starts the skateboard
moving forward.

Forces of
Skateboarding
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EQUILIBRIUM
AND PHYSICS
In physics, an object is
in a state of equilibrium
when all the forces
acting on that object
are balanced. Forces are
considered balanced if the
forces pushing rightward
are balanced by the
forces pushing leftward
and downward forces
are balanced by upward
forces. Equilibrium means
the net force acting on
the object equals zero.
However, an object at
equilibrium does not
mean the object must
be at rest. By following
Newton’s first law of
motion, the object is
either at rest and staying
at rest or in motion and
staying in motion at the
same speed and direction.
There is no acceleration.
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If the skater pushes harder against the ground,
with greater force, what happens? Because the
action force is greater, the equal and opposite
reaction force is also greater. The skater is pushed
by the ground with more force, which causes the
skateboard to move faster and farther.
Action and reaction forces are equal and opposite
forces. Yet, because they act on different objects,
they do not cancel each other out. They are not
balanced forces. In most cases, action and reaction
forces produce motion.

SKATEBOARDING
WITH MOMENTUM
Have you ever noticed that some objects in motion
are easier to stop than others? The difference is
related to an object’s momentum.
All moving objects have momentum, or mass in
motion. Remember that all objects have mass. If an
object is moving, its mass is in motion. That means
that all moving objects have momentum. A moving
object’s momentum depends on two factors. These
are its mass and its velocity, or the speed of an
object in any direction.
You can calculate momentum (p) by multiplying
mass (m) by velocity (v):
p=m×v
The equation shows that momentum has a direct
relationship to both mass and velocity. If mass
increases, momentum increases. If velocity increases,
momentum increases. A skateboard has more
momentum when it is moving faster than when it is
moving more slowly.
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If two skateboarders roll down the street
at the same velocity, the skateboarder with
the greater mass has more momentum.

JUMPING THE OLLIE
What does all of this mean for skateboarders? Let’s
take a look at a trick.
The ollie is a trick that skaters use to jump onto
curbs and over obstacles. As the skater jumps into
the air, the skateboard also rises up and appears to
be glued to the skater’s feet. How can a skater get
the board to jump into the air without holding on
to it? It takes a little bit of physics (and practice)!
When a skater stands still on their board, three
forces are acting on the skateboard.
•

First, gravity pulls the board toward Earth.

•

Second, the weight of the skater pushes down
on the board.

•

And third, the ground pushes up on the
skateboard.

The net force of the three forces is zero. They all
act on the same object—the skateboard—and
balance each other out. The objects are in a state of
equilibrium.

gravity

skater
weight

When skaters start their run, they push off the
ground to start the board rolling. With no additional
force to affect its movement, the skateboard
continues to roll at a constant speed.
To jump, skaters crouch down and bend their knees.
Then, they jump up explosively and straighten their
knees. This creates a greater force that pushes down
on the board and the ground (action).

ground

Forces of
Skateboarding
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According to Newton’s third law of motion, every
action has an equal and opposite reaction. The
ground pushes back on the skater with the same
amount of force, which helps to accelerate them
into the air.
At the same time, a force called torque affects the
board. Torque is a force that rotates objects around
a specific point, called a pivot point or an axis.
During a jump, the skater’s back foot pushes with
much greater force on the back of the board than
their front foot pushes on the front of the board.

This causes the back wheels to become a pivot
point. The back of the board moves toward the
ground, while the front of the board moves upward.
When the board’s tail hits the ground, the ground
provides a large upward force on the tail.

The upward force causes the board
to bounce up, completely in the air,
with the front of the board angled
higher than the back of the board.

24
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As the skater slides their front foot forward, the
sliding friction between their foot and the board
drags the board upward even higher. The skater
pushes their front foot with more force and lifts
their rear leg slightly. This creates torque on the
board again and the board pivots around its own
center. This allows the board to level out in the air
at its maximum height.
With practice, the skater can time this move so
that their rear foot and the back of the board rise
together. Board and foot appear stuck together. Then,
gravity pulls the skater and board back to Earth.

THE HIPPIE JUMP

Watch this video of an ollie.
Remember to wear
a helmet if you ever
ride a skateboard!

SciShow ollie

Another skateboarding trick is the hippie jump. Once
again, forces are at play! First, skateboarders roll
along a flat horizontal surface on their boards.
Forces of
Skateboarding
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They jump up and briefly fly through the air as the
boards roll on the ground below. Then, they land
back on the boards and continue moving along.
What role does physics have in the hippie jump?
Watch a video of
a hippie jump.
What do skateboarders
do to get their bodies
ready to make a jump?
How does this help?

Robertson action
science hippie

Credit: James Alby (CC BY-ND 2.0)

A skateboarder riding on a skateboard travels at a
certain velocity. Remember, velocity is an object’s
speed in a certain direction. To perform the hippie
jump, a skater jumps straight up by pushing down
vertically with their legs, without exerting any
horizontal force on the board. If they push on the
board with any horizontal force, the board shifts
ahead or behind.
Through the jump, the skater moves through the air
at the same horizontal velocity as the board below.
Because both the skater and the board are moving
at the same horizontal velocity, the board remains
beneath them. The force of friction acting on the
board as it rolls along the surface is small enough
that it does not slow the board enough to make a
difference to the skater. The force of gravity pulls
the skater back to the ground and they
land on top of the board.

WORK IN PHYSICS
When a force acts on an object
and moves the object from
its place or position, work
was done on the object. Work
includes force and displacement.
For a force to work on an
object, the force must cause
displacement by moving the
object from its place or position.
When you push a grocery cart, you
perform work. When you throw a ball or
lift a heavy backpack, you perform work.
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In all these cases, a force acts on
an object and causes the object
to move or be displaced.
We’ve seen how skaters perform work (even though
it looks like play!) as they pop ollies and hippie
jumps. What are some other sports that require
forces to be applied to
different equipment? Well,
FLIP FACT
the easy answer is all
of them! Sports rely on
physics to move baseballs,
A vector quantity is a
shoot
basketballs, balance
quantity that is described
on a beam, and slice
by both magnitude and
through
the water during a
direction. Examples of
swim race.
vector quantities include

velocity, acceleration, force,
displacement, and momentum.

Another sport where you
can really see how forces
work is snowboarding!
As with skateboarders,
snowboarders rely on momentum, friction, gravity,
and more to glide down a mountain or flip over a
jump.

A scalar quantity
is a quantity that is
described only by its
magnitude. Examples
of scalar quantities
include speed, mass,
volume, temperature,
power, energy, and time.

Let’s take a look in the next chapter.

TEXT TO WORLD

KEY QUESTIONS

What role do good shoes play in the
sport of skateboarding? Why?

• Have you ever ridden on a skateboard?
What did it feel like? Were you able to
find your balance?
• How do forces affect you when you’re
running up a hill? Sitting in your chair?
Jumping from a diving board?
• How does a better understanding
of physics help you become a better
skateboarder? Is there a connection
between what your brain knows and
what your body practices?

PhysicsOfFun_Interior_Rd-Final.indd 27
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Inquire &
Investigate

Ideas for
Supplies ▼
• round objects to
use as wheels, such
as bottle caps or
empty tape rolls
• objects to make Carla Mooney
Illustrated by Alexis Cornell
axles, such as pencils
through a paper tube
or wooden skewers
through a straw
• materials such
as cardboard or
plastic for the
skateboard’s deck

TEST THE LAW OF
ACCELERATION
Newton’s second law of motion, the law of
acceleration, explains the relationship between
force, mass, and acceleration. It states that the
net force on an object equals the object’s mass
multiplied by its acceleration.
F (net force) = m (mass) × a (acceleration)
In this activity, you’ll build a mini skateboard and
investigate how each variable affects the others.

• Choose your materials and build a mini
skateboard. Create axles to hold the wheels so
they can rotate. Try to construct the skateboard
so that its motion is smooth. It needs to be
sturdy enough to be handled repeatedly without
falling apart.
• Explore how force affects acceleration. Give the
skateboard a light push across a level surface.
Use a measuring tape or stick to measure how far
the skateboard travels from its starting point to
where it comes to a complete stop. Use a timer
or stopwatch to measure the time it takes for
the skateboard to travel this distance. Record the
results in your science journal.
• Calculate the skateboard’s average velocity
using the following equation.
average velocity = total distance in
meters ÷ total time in seconds

• Calculate acceleration using the following
equations. First, you’ll need to find your initial
and final velocity. You can use average velocity to
do this.
average velocity = (final velocity + initial velocity) ÷ 2
28
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• In this example, we’ll use an average velocity
of 10 m/s. You can use the average velocity you
calculated in the previous step. We’ll also assume
initial velocity is 0. We can solve this equation for
final velocity, then calculate acceleration.

Inquire &
Investigate

10 m/s = (Fv + 0) ÷ 2
20 m/s = Fv + 0

VOCAB LAB

20 m/s = Fv
Acceleration = (final velocity - initial
velocity) ÷ time elapsed in seconds

• Repeat the process and calculations, changing
the force used to push the skateboard. Try
a medium push and a hard push. Record your
results.
• Use the data you have collected to create a
graph or chart of your results. What do your
results show about the relationship between
force, mass, and acceleration?
DISTANCE

TIME

AVERAGE
VELOCITY

ACCELERATION

EASY
MEDIUM

Write down what you
think each word means.
What root words can
you find to help you?
yenooM alraC
the context
llenroC sWhat
ixelA yb detartsudoes
llI
of the word tell you?
acceleration, axis,
displacement,
equilibrium,
inertia, magnitude,
momentum, vector,
and velocity.
Compare your
definitions with those
of your friends or
classmates. Did you
all come up with the
same meanings? Turn
to the text and glossary
if you need help.

HARD

To investigate more, try changing the mass in
your experiment. How can you change the mass
of the skateboard? Try to keep the pushing force
constant but change the skateboard’s mass and
repeat the experiment. What happens?

Forces of
Skateboarding
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Ideas for
Supplies ▼
• 2 PVC pipes, one with
a smaller diameter
so that it fits easily
inside the other
• small hacksaw Carla Mooney
Illustrated by Alexis Cornell
• sandpaper
• drill
• paper clip
• thick rubber band
• 2 small metal
washers
• wire

MAKE A FORCE METER
A force is a push or pull on an object when it
interacts with another object. Forces cause an
object to move or stop moving. They can also make
an object stay still. Forces are measured in units
called newtons (N). Scientists use force meters to
measure the size of a force. In this activity, you’ll
make your own simple force meter.
Find diagrams and more information on
building a force meter at this website.
CAUTION: Ask an adult for help with this
project.

Instructables
force meter

• Cut an 8-inch piece from the smaller PVC pipe
and cut a 2-inch piece from the wider pipe.
Use sandpaper to smooth the cut edges on each
pipe piece.
• In the wider pipe, drill two holes opposite
each other near one end of the pipe. In the
narrower pipe, drill four evenly spaced holes
around one end. These holes need to be large
enough to thread a rubber band through them.
Use sandpaper to smooth the edges around each
drilled hole.
• Put the smaller pipe inside the larger one. Line
up the outer holes with two of the inner holes.
• Thread the rubber band through the holes so
that it stretches through both the outer and
inner pipes in a line. You may need to use a
paperclip or small wire (straightened and bent in
half ) to help thread the rubber band through the
holes.
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• Push each end of the rubber band through the
middle of a metal washer. Bring the band back
outside the washer to secure it to the band.
• Add a loop to the force meter by threading
the wire through the two unused holes in the
inner pipe. You can do this by pulling the outer
pipe down to expose the extra holes in the inner
pipe. Tie the ends of the wire together to secure
the loop. Add a piece of masking tape to the
outside of the inner pipe.
• Calibrate the force meter by holding the force
meter upright by the outer pipe and marking
the tape. The bottom edge of the outer pipe is
the meter’s zero point, so label it “0N” (newtons).

yenooM alraC

llenroC sixelA yb detartsullI

• Continue to calibrate by hanging an object
with 100 grams of mass off the loop. A mass of
100 grams weighs approximately 1 newton. Mark
the tape on the force meter as 1 newton. Repeat
the process with objects with other known
masses (50 grams, 200 grams, 300 grams) and
mark the tape for each and label with newtons
(0.5N, 2N, 3N, etc.) Using objects with known
masses, complete the measurement scale on the
force meter and extend it to the edge of the
smaller pipe. What is the largest force your force
meter can measure?
• Once the force meter is calibrated, use it to
measure a variety of objects. Holding the meter
by the outside pipe, hang objects from the loop
to find the weight. Attach a hook to the loop and
you can measure the force needed to move an
object. If you turn the meter around and hold it
by the outer pipe, you can use the inner pipe to
measure the force needed to push an object.

To investigate more,
design an experiment
using the force meter
to test the effects of
known forces. You
might investigate
how far an object will
move if pushed with a
force of x newtons or
another experiment of
your choosing!

Forces of
Skateboarding
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EXPLORING INERTIA
Inertia is an object’s tendency to resist any change
in its motion. Because of inertia, an object at rest
stays at rest and an object in motion keeps moving.
All objects have inertia, whether they are at rest or
are in motion. In this activity, you’ll explore how
inertia keeps an object moving.
CAUTION: Always wear a helmet on a skateboard.

Carla Mooney

Illustrated by Alexis Cornell

To investigate more,
put a small object
(such as a stuffed
animal or block) on
the skateboard and
push the skateboard
in motion toward an
obstacle such as a wall
or step. What happens
when the skateboard
runs into the obstacle?
What happens to the
object riding on the
skateboard? How does
Newton’s first law of
motion explain what
happened?

32

• Gather three volunteers who are happy to
share their weight and sit on a skateboard
while pushed. Assign each a job to start. One
will sit on the skateboard, another will run the
timer, and a third will push the skateboard.
• Using a medium-sized push, set the
skateboard with the volunteer sitting on it in
motion. Time how long the skateboard remains
in motion. Once it stops, measure how far it
moved from start to finish. Create a chart with
the following data: weight of rider, time elapsed,
distance traveled, and size of push.
• Repeat this process with the same person on
the skateboard but vary the size of the push.
Record your data.
• Change the volunteer on the skateboard.
Repeat the process several times with small-,
medium-, and large-sized pushes. Be careful that
your pushes are not too hard or reckless. Repeat
again with a third volunteer rider. Record your
data each time.
• Analyze the data you collected. What does it
tell you about Newton’s first law of motion? How
does inertia affect the skateboard during this
experiment? Create a visual presentation to share
what you have learned.
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